
ORANGE MERCHANDISING
Our Texas Oranges are known for their superb sweetness and juice content. With the combination of our early and mid-season variet-
ies plus our valencia oranges for juicing and our Navels to peel and eat, we offer the consumer an assortment in sweet fruit throughtout 
our entire season. 

IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE THAT COUNTS
Cut, wrap and display our Texas Oranges so the consumer can see the interior quality of the fruit. Offer wedges for sampling to show 
how sweet they are and/or samples of freshly squeezed orange juice. It will also show the consumer that surface marks caused by the 
tropical breezes from the Gulf of Mexico are only on the peel and doesn’t affect the inside quality at all.
 
OFFER BOTH BULK & BAGS
Our Tropic Moon bags are eye-catching and give the look of the Tropics to the produce department. Bagged fruit presents a value 
proposition for the customer and creates an easy “grab and go” option for a great value.
 
CAPITALIZE ON HOLIDAY CELEBRATIONS WITH GREAT DISPLAYS
Many Thanksgiving and Christmas recipes call for oranges so be sure and display them prominently around this time of year. Just seeing 
a large display gives a perceived value to the fruit. During the holiday season we also offer a smaller gift box that is half the size of of 
our regular cartons, these are great to display as an effortless but thoughtful gift! 

You can also encourage consumers to build their own Holiday gift baskets using our Tropic Moon products as the anchor. Cross market 
with colorful baskets and other gift items that correspond with the fruit.

Texas Oranges are very popular for Chinese New Year celebrations because of their unique sweet flavor. Make sure to have plenty on 
hand!

TAKE CARE OF THE DISPLAYS
Make sure to pay attention to your Texas Orange fruit displays by removing fruit if its dehydrated, shriveled or flabby and don’t forget 
to check the bagged fruit. The better it looks the more you sell!
 
ORANGES & KIDS- A FOR SURE THING!
Oranges are very popular with families. Show parents the versatility of our oranges (and please the kids too) by offering demonstrations 
showing the various orange recipes. Let them sample the final product and share the recipe with them! 

Check out our website www.txcitrus.com for great recipe and holiday display ideas.
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